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Flavor Of Victory

In the diverse culinary landscape of the Star Army universe, Flavor of Victory stands out as a testament
to hearty, indulgent comfort food. With a menu that echoes the spirit of classic Kennewes eateries, this
restaurant serves as a hub for soldiers, adventurers, and civilians looking to celebrate life's victories, big
or small, with an array of mouthwatering dishes.

History

Founded in the Kuvexian War era by retired Star Army of Yamatai veterans who craved the familiarity of
traditional comfort food in the sprawling galaxy, Flavor of Victory quickly became a staple in military
bases and bustling spaceports. Its origins are steeped in the desire to bring a taste of home to the stars
and offer a culinary salute to the brave individuals who serve the Star Army.

In YE 45, after securing new investments, the franchise began expanding to more locations and in civilian
cities throughout the Yamatai Star Empire.

Description

A casual dining establishment with a modern, yet cozy atmosphere, Flavor of Victory is adorned with
memorabilia and artifacts that celebrate military accomplishments and moments of unity within the Star
Army universe. The setting is perfect for families, groups, or solitary diners seeking a hearty meal in a
comfortable environment.

Flavor of Victory uses the slogan: “Taste the Triumph.”
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Menu

Here's the current menu:

Hot Wings

A variety of wing flavors ranging from mild to “Victory Hot,” served with celery sticks and a choice of
dipping sauces.

10 wings combo: 8 KS
wings by themselves: 10 wings for 6 KS, can be ordered in higher quantities

Cheeseburgers

Made-to-order with premium ingredients, offering a selection of cheeses, toppings, and house-made
sauces.

https://wiki.stararmy.com/lib/exe/detail.php?id=corp%3Aflavor_of_victory&media=items:food:2023_hot_wings_combo_by_wes_mj.png
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6 KS

Ternifac Cheese Steak

Thinly sliced steak, grilled onions, and bell peppers, smothered in melted cheese and served in a hoagie
roll. A culinary salute to a classic Earth dish.

https://wiki.stararmy.com/lib/exe/detail.php?id=corp%3Aflavor_of_victory&media=items:food:2023_bacon_cheeseburger_combo_meal_by_wes_and_mj.png
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6 KS

Catfish Plate

Fried to perfection, the catfish comes accompanied by tartar sauce and fries or hushpuppies, embodying
the essence of down-home comfort.

https://wiki.stararmy.com/lib/exe/detail.php?id=corp%3Aflavor_of_victory&media=items:food:2023_philly_cheesesteak_combo_by_wes_and_mj.png
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8 KS

Shrimp Po'Boy Combo

A fresh-baked sub roll stuffed with crispy-fried shrimp, shredded lettuce, juicy tomato slices, onions, and
a creole-style remoulade sauce. Served with fries (optional cajun spice) a drink.

https://wiki.stararmy.com/lib/exe/detail.php?id=corp%3Aflavor_of_victory&media=items:food:2023_fried_catfish_combo_by_wes_and_mj.png
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7 KS

Fried Fare

Including classics like French fries, onion rings, and mozzarella sticks, all served with a side of Flavor of
Victory's signature dipping sauce.

https://wiki.stararmy.com/lib/exe/detail.php?id=corp%3Aflavor_of_victory&media=items:food:2023_shrimp_poboy_combo_meal_by_wes_and_mj.png
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2 KS for any of the above

Vegetarian Options

Plant-based versions of all the classics, ensuring everyone can join in the feast.

Priced the same as the above.

Drinks

Flavor of Victory provides large cups of soft drinks (soda) for 1 KS each and also has sweet tea,
lemonade, and peach juice.
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Delivery Options

For those unable to make it to the physical location, Flavor of Victory offers a robust delivery service,
ensuring you can enjoy your meal aboard your ship, at the base, or during missions on remote planets.
Advanced thermal packaging technology keeps your order hot and fresh.

Employees

Staffed mainly by retired military personnel and culinary enthusiasts, employees at Flavor of Victory
bring not just skill but also a genuine passion for serving high-quality comfort food. Their expertise
ensures an authentic experience, aligning with the restaurant's mission to honor the community it
serves.

OOC Notes

Flavor of Victory serves as an excellent backdrop for storytelling within the Star Army Roleplaying setting
on the StarArmy.com wiki. It can function as a meeting point for characters, a locale for casual
conversation, or even a starting point for a new adventure. While the restaurant is rooted in traditions
similar to those on Earth, players are encouraged to infuse their own twists and ideas, so long as they fit
within the framework and lore established by the Star Army Roleplaying community.

Wes created this article on 2023/08/27 16:37.
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